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Adapting to a lower carbon future at
Calgary universities
Christian Kindrachuk
Web Editor
Emissions are a leading
contributor to the climate
crisis, and universities across
Canada and the globe can be
part of the solution through
education and strategies to
reduce their carbon footprints.
However, not all institutions
are alike in their approaches
to reducing emissions.
“I think everyone has a
responsibility, or anyone who
is a part of a larger corporation
has a responsibility in
sustainability,” says Abisola
Allison, a third-year
environmental science student
at Mount Royal University
(MRU).
Allison says universities
have a shared responsibility to
act on climate change, part of
which comes with education
on the subject at large and
bringing awareness to the
issue.
”Some universities have
actually successfully been able
to have zero carbon emissions
with long-term planning and
a direct switch from fossil
fuels, more education, and a
changing infrastructure. I was
surprised to see that it actually
can be done.”
Compared to ot her
institutions like the University
of Calgary (U of C) or the
University of British Columbia,
MRU does not have a concrete
climate action plan in place,
but does have eight green
campus programs with such
topics as energy, projects and
operations.
One recent green project
at MRU is solar panels that
were set up in 2018. Grant
S o m m e r fe l d , a s s o c i a te
vice president of facilities
management at MRU, says
the project can be expanded
depending on funding.
“The cost of solar generation
keeps dropping, the solar
panels are cheaper and more

powerful every year. So we’ve
got a small array sitting on
top of the E wing, which is
expandable.”
Along with the solar panels,
MRU is using combined heat
and power (CHP) units to
help make systems efficient
and reduce costs. Use of CHP
technology has saved MRU
2,171 metric tons of carbon
dioxide emissions, according
to the university’s 2018-19
annual report.
While MRU does not set
specific goals for this type
of undertaking, its ability
to reduce emissions can be
measured by the Sustainability
Tracking, Assessment and
Rating System (STARS).
Currently, MRU holds a silver
rating from STARS, based
on a comprehensive analysis
submitted in 2019.
The U of C is also part of
the STARS program and
currently holds a gold rating,
based on its 2018 submission.
This submission included the
institution’s climate action
plan, which was kickstarted
in 2008 when they became a
signatory to the University and
College Presidents’ Climate
Change Statement of Action
for Canada.
“As part of that commitment,
the institutions that signed
that statement were called to
issue a climate action plan,”
says Jay Campo, director
of energy planning and
innovation at the U of C and
lead on its climate action plan.
“It drove our efforts for
climate action for almost 10
years; over those 10 years, we
were able to reduce energy
emissions about 30 per cent
from 2008 to 2018.”
In 2019, the U of C updated
its climate plan as targets
needed to be adjusted with
growth. The campus aims to be
carbon neutral by 2050, in line

As part of MRU’s green energy projects, solar panels were installed above the E wing
in an effort to produce more on-site clean energy. There are plans to expand the
project in the future. Photo courtesy of Government of Canada
with international agreements
that Canada has committed to
like the Paris Agreement in
2015.
“Canada committed to
reduce 30 per cent of emissions
by 2030, I think from a 2005
baseline level. That was the
Paris Agreement, and then
you see a lot of jurisdictions
— progressive jurisdictions
around the world and postsecondary institutions as well
— aiming for carbon neutrality
in 2050,” says Campo.
MRU’s green projects were
also guided by the Paris
Agreement, as well as the
Okanagan Charter and the City
of Calgary’s climate plans over
the years, says Sommerfeld.
“We didn’t set specific
targets based on that. Our goal
was to reduce as much as we
could based on the capital we
had, and based on fine-tuning
operations.”
Reducing emissions based
on cost has taken a turn
recently, due to funding cuts
from the Alberta government
and the COVID-19 pandemic,
re s u l t i n g i n s et b a c k s .
G ove r n m e n t i n c e n t i ve
programs and subsidies have

helped MRU invest in clean
energy techniques, including
t he multimillion-dollar
investment in CHP, according
to Sommerfeld.
“I think that the Alberta
government should fund
universities such as Mount
Royal more,” says Meri
Topchieva, a policy studies
student at MRU. “For climate
change policy, you do have to
have some type of funding to
back that up.”
Universities have different
options to offset the pitfall
with government funding
such as creating a clean
energy fund, similar to what
the University of Vermont
implemented by having
students pay slightly more in
fees.
“I don’t think a lot of
students would be opposed to
that fee because more young
people are demanding for the
changes and I think people are
willing to pay to invest in green
energy solutions,” says Allison.
Serious progress in
emissions reduction at
MRU doesn’t seem far off to
Sommerfeld.
“I think in 2025, we are

going to see a lot more on-site
electrical generation. I would
hope that we can double or
even triple our capacity to the
point where we’re generating
anywhere from 40 to 60 per
cent of our own demand,
and I think we’re going to see
investments in consumption
reduction.”
While that is an achievable
goal for the future, students
would also like to see change
in the short term, because
the issue of climate change is
something that is important
to them and that ultimately
affects them.
“I would like to see the
leaders of this change, working
with the school,” says Allison.
“I think that for me, it would
be a good investment. It would
make the school look good and
people want to see changes
now. So it would be good for
the university to take steps. At
least have a plan, that’s a good
starting point.”
“I think it’s very important
because universities actually
develop the mind of the next
decade. So if they don’t do
it, well, then who will?” says
Topchieva.
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Campus connection: Ivy comes to MRU
Daniel Gonzalez
Contributor
Social media platforms
are popular among postsecondar y students that
wish to learn more about
their universities and the
opportunities at their
disposal. But Ivy — and
its co-founder, Paul Dan
— plans to streamline the
social media experience for
university students to get
the most out of their postsecondary experience.
Ivy is a new platform that
will allow students to get
the most out of their time
at university by connecting
users with one another and
giving them the advantage of
exploring different offerings
at their campus.
“So, some students want
to increase their social
life, some students want
to increase their academic
[lives] and some students
want to get better in their
professional lives,” says Dan.
He continues that Ivy
hopes to “make it as easy
as possible for students to
take advantage of these
opportunities” by developing
an app that serves as a way
to access all the “relevant
aspects of campus life.”
D e ve l o p m e n t o n t h e
platform started in 2017 as
a project by University of
Calgary students Nicholas

Hill and Robert Fiker.
“They started off Ivy as
something different … It was
more of a passion project in
2017. They were just looking
for something to do,” says
Dan.
Soon af ter, Dan was
introduced to the project as
a web developer and would
later become CEO.
“They [Hill and Fiker]
met me at a hackathon,”
he says.“I knew Robert
from computer science
classes, and they managed
to persuade me to join the
team.”
Work on t he project
continued into 2019, with
Dan developing most of Ivy’s
iOS app for Apple devices.
“Through that time, I pushed
a lot of my views and how I
like to run things, and how I
think we should be doing as
a company.”
By the end of that year, the
company had a “very serious
pivot,” says Dan. “We kind of
looked at ourselves and were
thinking, ‘We have this app
that somewhat worked.’ We
released a little beta version,
and people were using it.”
One feature that is
popular among the users is
the Explore feature, which
allows students to see what’s
happening on campus.

The interface of the Ivy application on an iPhone. The
app can be set to two different Calgary institutions —
Mount Royal University or the University of Calgary —
and showcases upcoming events and community posts.
Screenshot by Noel Harper

The Ivy Systems Inc. logo. Ivy was started by two
University of Calgary students to connect their campus
and has recently expanded to Mount Royal University.
Photo courtesy of Paul Dan and Ivy Systems Inc.

Ivy Systems Inc. CEO and co-founder Paul Dan. Dan
was grandfathered into the Ivy project by its two
creators and currently leads it as version two releases
to the public. Photo courtesy of Paul Dan and Ivy
Systems Inc.

“A l l t h e s e s t u d e n t s
are taking advantage of
opportunities they might not
have known of,” says Dan.
Another feature that was
removed following the beta
version — with plans to
implement it once again
in future versions — is the
Quad. It serves “as a virtual
hallway,” says Dan, where
users can communicate with
one another to plan events
and chat.
After the official launch of
Ivy, the app was downloaded
550 times and received
around 100 daily active users
between January and March
of 2020.
Although the COVID-19
pandemic has moved classes
away from campuses in
Calgary, it has not affected
Ivy, which has recently
launched version two of
their app. While learning
continues online, Ivy plans
to help students who feel
disconnected from their
post-secondary community.
“We’re doing our best
to tr y to keep them as
connected as we can to the
campus, given that they
actually can’t even be on
campus,” says Dan.
After its beginnings at the
University of Calgary, Ivy
has since launched at Mount
Royal University, where
it will “improve the way
[students] find resources
and opportunities,” says
Dan.
As development for Ivy
continues, the company
hopes that it will be present
on every university campus
around the world. But for
now, they hope to connect
students with one another
on a local level.
“We want to make sure we
do that right before we do
something else,” says Dan.
“So, we’re just taking it one
step at a time. We’re making
sure we’re still here, we’re
present, we’re still going on
and then we’ll see where we
get in the long run.”
Ivy is available for free
download on the App Store
and Google Play.
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Inglewood pub returns
after legal battle
Tristan Oram
Contributor
In September, Calgary pub
Swans of Inglewood reopened
under a new name. Now
known as The Dirty Duck, the
rebrand came about due to a
tense legal battle between the
Calgary establishment and
a B.C. pub, Victoria’s Swans
Hotel and Brewpub.
The Victoria pub was
opened by millionaire and
philant hropist Mic hael
Williams in 1989, and is
owned by the University of
Victoria (UVic). Five years
later, Calgary’s Swans of
Inglewood came onto the
scene.
Flash forward to 2017 and
Nadina Stainsby, co-owner
of the bar formerly known as
Swans of Inglewood, found
herself with a cease and
desist from Swans Hotel and
Brewpub.
In an interview in 2018
with “C-FAX 1070” in Victoria,
Stainsby said that the Victoria
pub managed to get a federal
trademark to the word
“Swans” in November of 2017.
“What was indicated to me
was that once they received
the federal trademark, their
obligation is to protect the
federal trademark, which is
fine,” Stainsby said at the time.
However, she found it
troublesome that the defense
of the trademark was only
started with Stainsby, and did
not extend to any other pubs
with the name “Swans.”
When presented with the
idea that Swans in Victoria
was trying to protect their
brand of beer which they
sell under the same name,
Stainsby said that makes
sense. She then pointed out,
however, that the Calgary
pub was not a brewpub and
had no plans to sell a beer of
its own that would compete
with Victoria’s Swans.
“We’re not stepping on
anybody’s toes,” Stainsby told
“C-FAX”, saying that Swans of
Inglewood did not advertise
outside its own titular

neighborhood.
Now under its changed
name, The Dirty Duck Pub
continues to serve Calgary
customers in the wake of
this experience. An article by
Curiocity about the reopening
proclaimed that nothing
fundamental about the pub
has changed — just the name.
In 2018, Stainsby said that
she felt like the tactics taken
by Victoria’s Swans Brewpub
amounted to bullying. She
also claimed that the Victoria
Swans wanted final approval

on any graphics Stainsby
used to rebrand her pub, and
declined to help “foot the
bill” for the cost of the name
change.
Victoria’s Swans Hotel and
Brewpub did not respond
to a request for comment.
Stainsby was unable to
comment due to signing a nondisclosure agreement and nondisparagement agreement as a
means to end the lawsuit from
Swans Hotel and Brewpub,
she told The Reflector in a
statement.

The Dirty Duck Pub, formerly known as Swans of
Inglewood, has been a Calgary staple, no matter the
name. Following Alberta’s stage two of COVID-19
relaunch, the pub reopened having emerged from a
lawsuit for its name. Photo courtesy of The Dirty Duck
Pub Facebook

Swans Hotel and Brewpub in Victoria, B.C. Owned by
the University of Victoria, the pub brews its own brand
of beer for sale in area stories, with hopes of expanding
its market — part of the reason it came after a similarly
named bar in Calgary. Photo courtesy of Wikimedia
Commons
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New on-campus
classes for 2021
As COVID-19 procedures
remain in place at MRU,
and the majority require
most winter courses to
continue online, MRU
plans to gradually bring
classes back to campus,
expanding the number of
programs with in-person
learning components.
A f fected programs
include aviation, nursing
and midwifery, additional
science and mathematics
courses, childcare and
broadcast media studies.
There will be a variety of
in-person components to
these courses, including
labs, experiential
learning, use of on-campus
equipment and final exams
in April.
“If you are registered in
any of the courses on the
list you will be required to
follow protocols, including
wearing a face covering
and maintaining physical
distance,” read an email
f rom I nter i m-P rovost
Elizabeth Evans.

3 Calgarians to
receive honorary
degrees from MRU
MRU ’s
drive-in
convocation ceremony
will take place over three
days in November for
recent graduates. As part
of the festivities, three
Calgarians will receive
an Honorary Doctorate of
Laws from MRU.
These Calgarians are
David O’Brien (former
president of Canadian
Pacific Limited and an
officer of the Order of
Canada), Eva Fr iesen
(head of the Calgar y
Foundation) and George
Br o ok m a n (who h a s
a long-time career in
tourism and business).
Convocation takes place
from Nov. 4 to Nov. 6.
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Challenge yourself during No Waste November
Nicole Ellement
Contributor
In its simplest terms,
zero-waste is exactly what
it sounds like: a lifestyle
in which one produces no
waste. On a more complex
level, zero-waste is about
fundamentally overhauling
the system in which we live,
in order to move towards a
circular economy in which
waste doesn’t exist.
Although it’s becoming
more common, I think there
are two things keeping people
away from zero-waste: the
idea that the concept is too
hard, and that it doesn’t make
a huge difference. I want to
dispel both of those myths. I
can assure you it is not hard
to do, and it really does make
a huge difference.
In fact, I’m willing to bet
money that most people have
dipped their toes into zerowaste without realizing what
they are doing, or the impact
of every small action.
When you bring a travel
mug to the coffee shop, or
use a Tupperware container
instead of a plastic bag,
that’s basic zero-waste.
If this sounds like you,
congratulations — you’re
actually well on your way to

a full zero-waste lifestyle!
Those small actions add up.
Personally, coffee is the
best example. I probably
drink at least three cups
of coffee a day. By using a
reusable mug every time I
get a coffee, I divert over a
thousand coffee cups from
the landfill in one year. That’s
not an insignificant number.
So, if you like the idea and
you want to jump on in, I’ve
got five tips to get you started
and five easy switches to start
your very own zero-waste
journey.

Tips
DON’T throw everything
plastic or disposable out
immediately. I’m in love with
the concept of having the
perfect zero-waste kitchen.
How good would that look on
Instagram? But realistically,
if I throw out everything
disposable in my kitchen, I
have actually just created a
lot more waste. Use up (or
donate) the disposables that
you have currently before
buying beautiful, compostable
and zero-waste products.
DO pick an area of your
life that you can commit

Shopping in bulk is one of the best ways to eliminate the waste you produce. Bring
glass jars to the store with you, weigh them before you shop, add your goods, pay
and perfecto! Less waste, yet the same delicious products. Photo courtesy of Pexels
to making zero-waste. For
me, that was my bathroom
routine. I live at home, so
asking my dad to up and
completely c hange our
lifestyle would have been
a huge first step. Instead, I
started by changing things
that were completely my own.

The concept of zero-waste can be extremely daunting, but in reality if you start
slowly it is actually quite manageable. Change your plastic toothbrush out for a
bamboo one or your plastic soap container out for a bar of soap, and you will be well
on your way to reducing the amount of waste in your life. Photo courtesy of Pexels

My bathroom is still probably
the “most” zero-waste area of
my life.
DON’T get discouraged
when you do create waste.
The term zero-waste can
be frightening because it
sounds like you can never
create waste ever again and
if you do, you’re not zerowaste. That’s garbage (pun
intended). It’s so important
to remember that zero-waste
is a concept — in our current
system, zero-waste cannot be
a reality. The world simply
is not set up for zero-waste.
But, every single time you
limit waste, that’s beneficial
— that’s a positive impact.
There’s a great quote by Anne
Marie Bonneau that states,
“We don’t need a handful
of people doing zero-waste
perfectly, we need millions of
people doing it imperfectly.”
DO research on how to limit
waste when zero-waste isn’t
possible. I’ve been attempting
zero-waste for five months
and I still can’t find zerowaste spaghetti anywhere.

So, ordinary spaghetti, in
a cardboard box that I can
recycle, is a close second.
My personal scale looks like:
Waste free > glass (because
I can reuse) > cans (because
it’s so easy to recycle) >
cardboard/paper (recycling)
> plastic (my arch-nemesis).
DO talk to people about it.
Chatting with other people
not only encourages others to
do the same but can also help
you get helpful tips and tricks
from them.

Swaps
Swap out your single-use
coffee cup for a reusable
mug (or make your coffee
at home because of
COVID-19). According to
Genumark, roughly 4.9 billion
cups of coffee are consumed
on the go in Canada every
year. By using a mug for your
morning coffee, you can
personally divert 365 coffee
cups from the landfill. And
as a bonus, most places will

Continues on Pg. 6
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offer a discount for bringing
your own mug — 7-Eleven
offers 50-cent coffee refills,
Starbucks offers a 10-cent
discount and for a local
option, Regal Cat Cafe offers
a 15-cent discount.
Use real cutlery. According
to One Green Planet, six
million tons of non-durable
plastic — like plastic cutlery
— is discarded every year.
Bring real cutler y with

you instead of resorting to
plastic. You don’t need to go
buy some beautiful bamboo
cutlery either. Scour your
utensil drawer and find some
old cutlery that you’re okay
lugging around with you.
Bring all your own bags
to the grocery store. CTV
News reports that Canadians
use 2.86 billion plastic bags
a year. On top of that, plastic
bags never truly biodegrade
and are really hard to recycle.
Limit your plastic bag use by

not only bringing reusable
bags to carry your groceries,
but by also bringing reusable
produce bags. More grocery
stores are charging for plastic
bags now anyway, so save
yourself a couple of cents and
save the environment a lot of
grief.
Buy what food you can in
bulk. Bulk is the best. Buying
in bulk is like my valentine.
I literally get giddy when
I know I can buy in bulk.
But it can also feel really

intimidating. So, here are the
steps. First, gather up your
containers. Additionally,
use whatever containers you
have. Second, go to your bulk
store of choice. My top three
right now are Bulk Barn,
Community Natural Foods
and Blush Lane. Third, when
you get there, have them
weigh your containers so
that you’re only paying for
the weight of your bulk goods.
Fourth, fill up with all of the
bulky goodness.

Use bars of soap. To me,
bars of soap are the pinnacle
of how zero-waste is just like
living in the past. Bars of
soap are back and they are
genuinely better than ever.
So, there you have it: five
simple zero-waste tips and
swaps to start you on your
zero-waste journey. Start
with one, or start with all five
— just start somewhere! The
planet, its inhabitants and all
future generations will thank
you.

Wondering where your next meal is coming
from? Wonder no more!
Cassie Weiss

Features Editor
It’s the final countdown!
(Cue epic battle music here.)
But seriously, there is just
over one month left in the
semester, and that is both
terrifying and exciting. For
some, it means going home
for the holidays. For others, it
means finally leaving home to
go back to work for a couple
of weeks. And for those
like me, it really just means
hibernating under a mound of
blankets and watching Netflix
until the inevitable winter
semester rolls back in with the
cold, snowy days of January.
Re ga rd l e s s o f w h i c h
category you fall into, I can
bet my last dollar that you’re
pretty busy — too busy, in
fact, to do anything else other
than study, and maybe work,
because we all have to eat,
right? And that’s the thing —
when it feels like a semester’s
worth of assignments are
packed into the last few weeks
of November, being stressed
out about your next meal
should be the last thing on
your mind.
Did you know that the
Students’ Association of
Mount Royal University
(SAMRU) has you covered?
Did you also know there
are multiple organizations
throughout Calgary that
provide low-cost — sometimes
even free — meals and/
or food hampers for those
struggling to maintain a
consistent cash flow? Things
are a little bit different this
year due to the small issue
of the pandemic we are all

collectively experiencing,
but SAMRU still has your
back. Read on to discover the
secrets of low-cost food for
scrambling students.

SAMRU care
packages
Replacing the Free Breakfast
Program and the Food and
Hygiene Cupboard, SAMRU is
now putting together student
care packages which consist
of ready-to-take single bag
hampers of non-perishable
food and hygiene supplies.
All students have to do to
reserve their relief bag is
email reception@samru.ca or
call 403-440-6077 between 9
a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday to
Friday. Student ID is required
for this reservation.

Calgary Interfaith
Food Bank
The CIFB is a godsend to
those struggling to keep food
in the fridge. With seven
separate hampers available
for use in a single year period,
each one features perishable
(meat, cheese, milk, etc.)
and non-perishable items
that (literally) stuff your
cupboards and freezer
shelves. You’ll have more
boxes of Kraft Dinner and
more cartons of eggs than
you will know what to do
with. SAMRU is also an official
depot and will even provide
hampers to the surrounding
community. Students can
request their hamper on

Peppers are just one of the delicious items provided via Fresh Routes, the mobile
grocery store that helps students buy low-cost fruits and vegetables. Fresh Routes
is just one of the important resources SAMRU has outsourced in order to help
students afford essential items. Photo by Cassie Weiss

Good Food Box

SAMRU’s mobile
grocery store

A delicious box of fresh
fruits and veggies, delivered
for you to MRUl once a month.
There are three different sizes
to choose from — a 20-lb box
for $25, a 30-lb box for $30
or a 40-lb box for $35 — and
sometimes there are even
recipes included. Though,
if there aren’t, you can type
your ingredients into Google
and it will find a recipe for
you. Still operating during the
pandemic, Good Food Box is
now taking all orders over the
phone and taking payment by
credit card. Once the order
arrives, students can go to
reception to pick up their
box. All orders are due by
3:30 p.m. on the order date,
and then can be picked up on
the delivery date between 1
p.m. and 4 p.m. To order, all
you have to do is call reception
at 403-440-6077.

Although the Fresh Routes
mobile grocery store was shut
down for most of the summer,
the end of October sparked
their return to the Calgary
community. Although they
operate all over the city —
their schedule shows where
they will be each day — Fresh
Routes spends every Friday,
from 12:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.,
in MRU’s West Residence
conference room.
This pop-up food market
features reasonably-priced
fruits and veggies for everyone
to purchase, with the specific
goal of ensuring students are
fed without having to break
the bank. Credit and debit
cards are accepted. Bring
your own bag to help save the
environment while you are
saving your pennies.
Of course, there are a ton
of other food resources in

SAMRU’s website.

the city that students and
residents can access, and
the list can be found by
searching Calgary Free Food
Resources online. Alberta
Health Services also has a full
list. This document consists
of multiple pages listing
food hampers, community
breakfasts and lunches and a
multitude of other resources
separated by city sector.
The end of the semester is
stressful, and with the added
stress of the pandemic,
sometimes thinking of where
your next meal is going to
come from is the last thing
you want to do. Access the
resources the city and SAMRU
have and focus your brain on
your studies, without having
to focus on your empty
stomach.
Note: Special thanks to
SAMRU for all of their hard
work, today and every day,
especially during this trying
time.
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What is trauma-informed care?
Cassie Weiss
Features Editor
Have you ever considered
the word trauma — seriously
considered it? It seems like a
pretty obvious word, with a
pretty obvious definition, but
let me tell you, it is so much
more than that. Trauma can
be large and ugly. Truthfully,
that is what we expect when
we think of the word. We
can think of an extreme
case that wracks a person’s
nightmares, keeping them
awake throughout the night.
But the thing is, trauma can
also be quiet. So quiet, in fact,
that you don’t even know it is
there.
A common phrase in
the social services sector,
trauma-informed care centers
around what has happened
to a person, rather than
what is wrong with them.
Additionally, one of the first
things taught in psychology
is the ins and outs of mental
health, and how important
it is for a child to grow
up in a caring and secure
environment.
If you take those facts and
apply them to the people
you have crossed paths with
throughout the course of
your life, what percentage of
those people do you think can
say they grew up in a caring
and secure environment?
Now, take it one step further
and add in research done
on Adver se Childhood
Experiences (ACE).
Conducted by the
CDC-Kaiser Permanente,
beginning in 1995, the ACE
studies consist of three
separate categories. They
can range from any level
of childhood abuse, to one
or more parental figures
suffering from substance
abuse or mental illness, or
even something as common
as living with separated or
divorced parents. If a person
was deemed to have four
or more ACEs, they were
labelled at higher risk of
developing chronic health
problems, mental illness and
substance use in their late
teens to adulthood.
Knowing these facts, you
can immediately see that
so much of what we can’t

see below the surface of a
person’s exterior defines so
much of who that person
grows up to be. Yet, on the
surface, we watch our friends
struggle with relationships, or
alcohol dependence or things
deemed much worse, and
we simply shake our heads
in confusion — we just can’t
really understand why they
are engaging in such selfdestructive behaviour.
And it doesn’t just have to
be our friends — it could be
relatives, parents, siblings or
people much more removed
from our core circle. It could
be the person experiencing
unemployment, homelessness
or addiction — the people you
don’t know in any capacity,
except maybe an underlying
fear when you see them at
night on the train platform.
Am I registering for any of
you yet?
I g rew up in a ver y
conser vative home, and
I moved to Calgary with
an open but uneducated
mind. I was scared, even in
broad daylight, of strangers
who would pass me on the
sidewalk. I didn’t understand
why or how they could end up
where they had — I had never
even heard the word trauma,
let alone thought about it.
Now, it’s not just the word
that surrounds me, but an
entire phrase — a phrase
that I think should be on
the lips of just about every
single person in the world.
Entering university and
working in the social services
sector has shed light on the
concept of trauma-informed
care. It seems so obvious —
as obvious as most trauma
would seem — but yet most
people I mention it to have no
idea what I’m talking about.
According to Alberta Health
Ser vices, “ The pur pose
of the Trauma Informed
Care Project is to increase
knowledge about trauma
and the impact it has by
creating connection, sharing
knowledge, and resources.”
What this means is that
individuals struggling with
any type of hardship could
very easily be struggling

Every individual you cross paths with has a story — one that could be filled with
unspeakable horrors that you may never know about. If more people approached life
with a trauma-informed care lens, there may be more compassion in the world. Photo
courtesy of Unsplash
because of something that
happened to them in their
developmental years, and
it is our responsibility to
understand that. We are not
sure of what that could be,
especially if we are not close
to the person, so who are we
to judge who that person is
now?
Many organizations in the
social services sector are
slowly shifting their practices
to that of one that focuses
on being trauma-informed,
which can help to improve
client engagement and the
health outcomes of those
clients, as well as provider
and staff wellness, states a
webpage linked to Trauma
Informed Care.
If these organizations can
begin to understand the
impact of trauma, in turn, it
would help them understand
the proper paths needed for
recovery, as well as integrate
knowledge about trauma
into policies, procedures
and practices to help actively
avoid re-traumatization.
The webpage goes
on to mention t hat “a
comprehensive approach to
trauma-informed care must
be adopted at both the clinical
and organizational levels,”

but I think it needs to go one
step further, into the level
that we sit in now — neither
clinic nor organization,
but still with an important
position.
When is the last time you
interacted with a person
experiencing homelessness?
It could have been on the
train, or downtown or
anywhere in the city really.
Maybe it didn’t make you feel
uncomfortable, but maybe it
did.
Now, it’s important to
ask yourself why it made
you feel uncomfortable
and what you did to soothe
your own discomfort. Was it
because of the unknown, not
knowing the person or what
they could do to you? Was
it that they were obviously
intoxicated? Did you move
away from them, no eye
contact, hurrying by so they
would leave you alone?
Luckily, trauma-informed
care is not about how you
used to act, but about what
you can do now. You don’t
need to know someone’s story
to approach a situation with
an open mind. Just remember
that they have a story, and
even though you may not be
privy to it, it doesn’t make

that story any less real. By all
means, I am not an expert on
trauma-informed care, but it
is a concept that I am highly
passionate about, because
what we all need a lot more
of in this world is compassion.
Most of us have some form
of trauma that haunts our
subconscious, and maybe
we are in the place we are
now because we did receive
compassion. Maybe we don’t
struggle as much anymore
because we had people to
back us and understand us
when we needed it most.
Trauma-informed care
doesn’t mean giving the shirt
off your back. It simply means
seeing another human as just
that.
If you would like more
information on the Trauma
Informed Care Project from
Alberta Health Services,
there is a group of learning
modules, free of charge, for
all non-AHS staff, available
through their website. There
is also a fantastic certification,
labelled The Brain Story, that
goes highly in-depth into the
concept of trauma informed
care, also free of charge,
available through Alberta
Family Wellness.
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students’ association
of mount royal university

SAMRU’s Student Tool Kit will make
your academic journey a lot easier!
Visit samru.ca or email info@samru.ca to learn
about our various services, programs, supports, and
opportunities that were designed with you in mind!

SAMRU is on HABBO HOTEL!
Missing the feeling of hanging with other students in
the centres? Connect with them online in a virtual
space that you can walk around and engage in!
Office hours change by centre. Please check samru.ca/habbo
for hours and joining details. We recommend reading SAMRU's
and Habbo's safety guidelines prior to joining.

• Care hampers

• Used book pick-up & drop-off

• Discounted bus tickets

• Crafternoon pre-made craft
supply bag pick-up

• Lost & found

Walk-in • Make an appointment online at samru.ca •
Email reception@samru.ca • Call 403-440-6077

@samrubuzz

samru.ca

SAMRU Reception
Moday to Friday from 9am–4pm
Z222, 2nd floor
Wyckham House Student Centre

arts

Arts Editor
Mackenzie Mason
artseditor@thereflector.ca

Indigenous crafting sessions gives MRU
students a virtual place to de-stress
Mackenzie Mason
Arts Editor
COVID-19 has changed the
way we do a lot of things,
like the way we grocery shop
and the way we go to school.
While the adaptations that
have been made to ensure
our safety may have sparked
innovation and creativity,
many students are feeling the
toll online school is taking
on their physical and mental
health.
As a way to combat the
additional stresses online
classes have caused, Shirley
Hill has partnered with
the Students’ Association
of Mount Royal University
(SAMRU) to facilitate a
monthly Indigenous crafting
session.
Shirley Hill, whose
Blackfoot name is Pretty
Songbird Woman, is from the
Siksika Nation and has been a
Fancy dancer and teacher for
38 years.
Before coming to Mount
Royal University (MRU), Hill
worked with the Aboriginal
Headstart Program teaching
arts and crafts to preschool
students.
Now, she’s working with
SAMRU and their Cultural
and Indigenous Inclusion
Programs to facilitate an
Indigenous crafting session
once a mont h to give
students a chance to create

OUT’N
ABOUT

their own artistic items
while connecting with other
students and learning about
Indigenous culture.
“That was such a big
change for me because with
the little kids, they always
look up to you and they’re
playing and it’s always
exciting and fun,” she said.
“So when I came to the
university about five years
ago, the beading and crafts
class [became] a way [for
students] to get away from
studies and stress and be able
to sit down, have a cup of
coffee and a snack and learn
a craft.”
SAMRU provides all the
mater ials and supplies
to make many different
items such as Indigenous
medicine pouches, earrings,
dreamcatchers
and
medallions — all for free to
pick up at SAMRU’s reception
desk.
She said many of the items
made in the crafting sessions
bear great significance to the
Indigenous community.
“These beaded items that
one would wear, have a lot
of meaning for that person.
The medicine pouch [for
example] is something that
is really fun to wear but has
more meaning when you
make it and put something

Calgary
European Film
Festival
One positive outcome
of COVID-19 is the
accessibility to support
the arts from around the
world — virtually. Stream
the Calgary European
Film Festival from home
for $10 a film and support
films from 20 European
countries on Nov. 7 to 15.

in it that has meaning for you
like a crystal or sacred stone.”

The effects of
virtual learning
Like many other arts and
culture events this year, the
monthly crafting event had to
be moved to a virtual setting
when MRU transferred their
classes online in the spring.
“Now that everything’s
online, it’s different for me
because now I don’t have
that direct interaction. I can’t
physically help them with the
fine motor skills and help
them personally, but I have
managed and hopefully I
can explain it well enough
online to have the students
complete their project,” Hill
said.
This difficulty Hill refers to
is something that has been
directly affecting students,
their ability to learn and their
ability to succeed. Without
the face-to-face interactions
with professors and
classmates, many students
are experiencing higherthan-normal stress levels.
That’s why Hill suggests
the Indigenous craf ting
sessions as a way for students
to relieve the stress they are
experiencing to unwind
and relax while making a

Canadian Online
Jazz Festival
JazzYYC is kicking off the
Canadian Jazz Festival
from Nov. 8 to 15 for
a show featuring jazz
and non-jazz musicians
alike. Tune in for two
festivals each night, with
performances coming in
from more than a dozen
cities from coast to coast.

handmade cultural item.
It’s also an opportunity
for students to use their
hands and their mind to
put their efforts and energy
into something that isn’t
assignment after assignment.
“I genuinely understand
where the students are
coming from regarding
money and having a roof
over your head, while having
to do the assignments and
get them done [at the same
time],” Hill said.
Regardless of whether you
relax through Indigenous
crafts, getting active or
taking a nice, warm bath,
it is important during these

stressful times that students
take care of their mental
wellbeing.
“I t hink it would be
enjoyable for [many] people
and everyone’s welcome
— I’ve had all kinds of
different students come in.
It’s not only Indigenous, it’s
something that everyone can
do and learn.”
There will be two more
opportunities for students
to de-stress and unwind this
year with Shirley Hill and the
Indigenous craft sessions on
Nov. 26 and Dec. 3, where
sessions, along with classes,
will continue to be facilitated
online.

MRU students Danika Stefanato (top left) and Jayne
Smith (bottom right) virtually get together with Shirley
Hill (top right) to create Indigenous medicine pouches
together. Photo by Mackenzie Mason

Inglewood Night
Market
Support local and check
off gifts on your holiday
shopping list at the
Inglewood Night Market
from 3 p.m. to 11 p.m. every
Saturday of this month. A
portion of the ticket sales
will go to the Music Mile
Revival Fund, supporting
musicians on the “Music
Mile” of 9 Ave. S.E.

Local holiday
arts and crafts
markets
COVID-19 has put a lot of
strain on local businesses.
Luckily, there are tons of
arts and crafts markets
popping up around the city
like the GiftedYYC Market
on Nov. 7 to help you get
locally made artisan gifts
for your loved ones while
supporting the community.
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The art of spirituality and where to start
Mikaela Delos Santos
Contributor
and negative connotation
for many — but it isn’t what
many people assume it to be.
To be able to see the gifts and
wisdom it provides, one must
be open to it.
If you are, here are some
ways to embark upon your
spiritual journey.

Tarot
The history of tarot is
unknown, and many readers
and divinators still debate on
when it was invented — but
the fact remains true that the
art form is still alive and well
today. Out of all the types of
spiritual practices, to those
that aren’t familiar, tarot is
seen as evil and condemned
by many religions. It is
also seen as scary by many
people due to some of the
card’s themes such as the
death card, or the devil card.
I like to remind people that
these themes do not always
connotate literal meanings as
tarot is actually an art form
that relies heavily on wisdom,
symbolism and poetry.
I don’t know why my
YouTube algorithm decided

to suggest a tarot reading,
but when I first saw it four
years ago, I felt drawn to
watching it so I dove deeper
into the world of YouTube
tarot readings and readers.
Since then, I started to
understand each card’s
basic meaning through the
readings I’ve watched. To
start, I would recommend
watching YouTube tarot
readers. It’s important to
remember that not all readers

will resonate with you, which
means it is important to find
a reader or two that you can
relate to and feel safe with.
Which video should you
start with, you might ask?
You can start with readings
that cater specifically to your
astrology sign, or you can
look for pick-a-card readings
that revolve around a specific
question you have in mind. I
personally like pick-a-cards
because they give me options

Astrology
In my opinion, I believe
astrology also has a bad
reputation, but it is more
acceptable to most than
tarot — people see astrology
as entertaining. However,
astrology isn’t just about a
weekly horoscope that you

Continues on Pg. 11

The Reflector Newspaper app
available now in your favourite app
store
Get The Reflector
Newspaper app
available in the App
Store and in Google
Play. It has all of the
up-to-date news and
information to
enhance your Mount
Royal University
experience

View QR code
in photo app

An astronomical clock (also known as a horologium or
orloj) is a clock that shows astronomical information,
such as the positions of the sun, moon and zodiacal
constellations that can be used for astrological
horoscopes. Photo courtesy of Pexels

and the free will to choose
my readings.

iPhone graphic by Rafael Fernandez - Own work, CC
BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.
php?curid=51218006

It is a redundant sentiment
at this point, but it has
been a weird year. With
the overwhelming stress
brought on by the pandemic,
online schooling, exams
and the general feeling of
uncertainty, it is easy to
get lost in the difficulty of
it all. At times like this, it is
important to remember the
significance and peace-ofmind that meditation can
bring.
Meditation, according to
the Cambridge Dictionary, is
defined as “the act of giving
your attention to only one
thing, either as a religious
activity or as a way of
becoming calm and relaxed.”
It is different for many
people. Some find zen in yoga
and some find pleasure and
peace in cooking.
Personally, I relate my
peace through my spirituality.
Spirituality in itself is a broad
term and just like meditation,
it can mean different things
for different people. For
me, spirituality equates to
tarot and astrology. Tarot
and astrology have a biased
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Continued from Pg. 10 in astrology.
read in the magazines. When
you dive deeper, you’ll find
how much more profound
this medium of divination is.
In fact, your sign based
on your date of birth isn’t
your only sign. There are
also other signs in your
astrological makeup that
also comprehend ot her
components in your life.
I actually don’t know
exactly when I star ted
reading my horoscopes,
although I do know I always
found interest in it as a child.
But ever since I started
learning tarot, I’ve also found
myself gaining more interest

Despite the fact that I still
have more to look into with
astrology, looking up my
birth chart and researching
the explanations of what they
could mean for me has been
significant. A great website
to look into and one that will
calculate yours for free is
cafeastrology.com.
It will also tell you the
meanings of your signs that
make up your birth chart.
On another note, the app
The Pattern is also a great
resource to look into. Books
such as Astro Poets: Your
Guides to the Zodiac by Alex
Dimitrov and Dorothea Lasky
and The Astrology of You and

11
Me by Gary Goldschneider
are just some that I am
currently reading.
Just as I previously stated,
meditation and spirituality
are different for everyone.
Personally, I look into tarot
and astrology for my own
form of grounding. Ever since
coming into my spiritual
journey, I continuously learn
more and more about myself
— an important determinant
to practice when the world
around you feels like it is
slowly falling apart.
Just always remember that
with tarot and astrology, it is
whatever you make it out to
be. And to feel it, you must
truly believe in it.

Tarot card reading is the practice of using tarot cards
to see into the past, present or future by asking a
question, then drawing and interpreting cards. Photo
courtesy of Pexels

Indigenous mythology comes to life in
CBC Television’s new series, “Trickster”
Karina Zapata
Publishing Editor

Trickster is a story of a 16-year-old boy trying to heal his family. Jared’s mother struggles with an undiagnosed mental illness, his father
grapples with addiction and his grandmother was a residential school survivor. Photo courtesy of CBC Trickster
If you know anyone who
has watched CBC Television’s
new supernatural series,
“Trickster,” you have probably
heard that the show is truly
like no other. Based on
Eden Robinson’s best-selling
novel Son of a Trickster,
“Trickster” tells the story
of an Indigenous teenager,
Jared, who makes ecstasy and
sells it at his after-school job
to keep his family afloat.
Set in Kitimat, B.C., the
show goes through the ins
and outs of the difficult life
of Jared, who is played by
newcomer actor Joel Oulette
from Medicine Hat. From

looking after his partying
mother who often speaks
to the voices in her head, to
paying his father’s bills, it
seems like Jared’s life can’t
get more chaotic. But then he
begins seeing things.
Soon, his life is enveloped
by supernatural sights,
such as talking ravens,
doppelgangers
and
shapeshifters.
And then Jared discovers
that the raven he keeps
seeing everywhere — at bus
stops, at parties and even at
his makeshift ecstasy lab —
is actually a trickster, and
that trickster is his biological

father.
The trickster is a powerful
figure across the globe. A
common characteristic is
that the trickster is cunning
and foolish, but Indigenous
communities in Canada
construct the trickster in
many for ms. Continue
reading to learn more about
the variations of the trickster.

Northwest Coast
Indigenous tribes
The show “ Tr ic k ster”
follows the mythology of
some Nor t hwest Coast
Indigenous tribes, including
the Haida, and represents the

trickster as Raven. Raven also
appears in the mythology of
Inuit cultures. According to
the Canadian Encyclopedia,
the trickster is valued as a
guardian spirit. In the CBC
Television series, the trickster
is meant to be killed at the
hands of its own offspring in
order to maintain harmony.

Cree
T h e C r e e k n ow t h e
trickster as Wisakedjak, an
adventurous and humorous
teacher to humankind. In one
story, Wisakedjak is asked to
keep the animals and humans
from fighting by the Creator

and he disobeys. Because of
this rebellion, the Creator
flooded the world to create
new life from the beginning.
“While Wisakedjak played a
role in the remaking of the
world, some oral histories
indicate that the Creator
reduced his powers, leaving
him with only the ability to
flatter and deceive,” says the
Canadian Encyclopedia.

Métis
In Métis culture, there are
a few different variations
of the trickster, including

Continues on Pg. 12
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Wisakedjak, Nanabush and
Chi-Jean — the latter being
a close friend or relative of
the former two. The story
of Chi-Jean is shared across
generations through the
series of graphic novels,
titled Chi-Jean and Other
Métis Tales. The series teaches
youth about the travels and

adventures of this trickster,
as well as the connection
between humans and the
land.

Siksika
Napi the trickster is central
to m a ny my t h o l o g i c a l
Siksika stories. In these
stories, Napi is known to
be extremely powerful —

he is even believed to have
created the world and life
within it. Despite this,
Napi is a trickster, and like
always, he is foolish, cruel
and deceptive. In some
Indigenous tales along the
prairies and west coast, Napi
is accompanied by Coyote, a
thief and healer who received
his powers from the Creator.
Now that you know a little

bit about the significance
of the trickster across some
Indigenous cultures, tune into
“Trickster” on CBC Television
to see the legend play out on
your screen. Not only is the
storyline incredible, but the
cast is next level — especially
considering Jared is played by
newbie actor, Oulette.
Make yourself a bowl
of popcorn, turn on CBC

Television (or CBC Gem on
your computer) and indulge
in this captivating show,
which touches on issues
like addiction, poverty and
mental health. By doing
so, you are making space
for Indigenous culture and
legends on mainstream
television — and these are
stories that you won’t want
to miss.

The trickster is an influential figure across various Indigenous cultures. In the show’s depiction, legend says the trickster must die at the
hands of his trickster offspring. Photo courtesy of CBC Trickster

@samrubuzz

samru.ca

Apply for

MOUNT
CARING
For more information, visit

samru.ca/mountcaring

Are you a student struggling with
your ﬁnances this holiday season?
Apply to receive support for you and
any dependents through Mount Caring!
Due to COVID-19, the application is online.
Please apply for the Mount Caring gift
hamper program at samru.ca/mountcaring
by November 30.
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Falling into art: Art
anyone can do

SAVAGE
MODE II
21 Savage
Epic Records
Score: B

Emily Marsten
Contributor

Paint-by-number paintings are an easy and straightforward way to get creative and
have some fun. Photo courtesy of Pexels
As c hildren, we are
encouraged to be creative
by drawing, painting and
colouring — no matter the
level of talent we have. As
adults, however, we are often
sectioned into two categories:
artistic and not artistic. Those
of us deemed not artistic
leave our pencil crayons
behind with our childhoods,
wishing that we could create
something beautiful, but
feeling like we lack that
artistic flare. We’re here to tell
you that you don’t need to be
an artist to create art. Here
are five easy art projects that
anyone can do.

1. Adult paint-byumbers:
Have you ever looked at
Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona
Lisa or Bob Ross’ stunning
landscape paintings and
found yourself wishing that
you could paint something
like that? Well, adult paintby-numbers might be just
the thing for you! There are
hundreds of options to choose
from, with difficulties ranging
from easy to hard. This stepby-step painting allows you to
paint inside the lines, easily
recreating a masterful work of
art. Pick up your paintbrush
and head over to Amazon for
some great paint by number
options!

2. Adult colouring
books

4. Paint by
sticker

Gr ab your neglected
Crayola pencil crayons and
add some colour to your life
by buying an adult colouring
book! Colouring is a great
way to relax and unwind
from a stressful day. There
are tons of great options to
choose from to fit any style
and personality, like Disney
characters, flowers or ocean
creatures — all you need
to do is fill in the blanks.
Whether you like to colour
inside the lines or outside
of them, colouring is a great
way to express your artistic
creativity.

Is there anything more
satisfying than sticking on
a sticker? Peeling away the
flimsy plastic and very carefully
placing it down in the best spot
— stickers are a little piece of
happiness! Paint by sticker
takes the fun of stickers and
turns it into a detail-oriented
pastime. Just like a puzzle,
this art form has pre-selected
stickers that, when put in the
right spaces, create a beautiful
collage. Channel your inner
child and have a delightful time
with stickers!

3. Adult dot-todot books

It may seem old-fashioned,
but cross-stitching is a great
way to sew without doing
anything too complicated.
Cross-stitching is where you
send a needle through little
holes a few times to create
the shape of an X, over and
over again, using different
coloured threads. Just follow
the pattern, and you’ll be
amazed by how fast you can
cross-stitch your new favourite
Star Wars-themed bookmark!
Cross-stitching doesn’t require
too much time to learn and
it just might be your new
favourite creative outlet, plus
these could be great stocking
stuffers this holiday season.

One, two, three — just
follow the numbers and draw
a line in between! Adult dotto-dot books (also known as
connect the dots) are a great
way to draw without the
required pencil-power. Grab
your favourite mechanical
pencil and watch as the
images of intricate cities and
sly animals slowly appear on
your page, line by line. This
art form is a quick and fun
way of drawing and a perfect
way to fulfill your artistic
ambitions.

5. Cross-stitching

T he voice of Morgan
Freeman booms in the outro
to “Slidin,” a song off the new
hit album Savage Mode II by 21
Savage and Metro Boomin.
Everything on this album
seems cinematic to me, from
Metro’s crisp, alluring beats
to 21’s unique, hard-hitting
voice feels cold and calculated.
It seems to stay true to their
rough upbringing and style
while paying respect to their
influences. While a lot of the
album takes us into what
it’s like on the streets of 21’s
adolescent years, parts of
the album explore the more
introspective sides of the
Saint Laurent Don. 21 dives

into his childhood and love
life while also paying homage
to influences like 50 Cent and
Eazy-E.
21 Savage may be a
powerhouse in the rap
industry but the truth is that
if this album was not produced
by Metro Boomin, 21’s dream
may not have been realized for
this album.
Undoubtedly, Metro’s
producing skills are that of a
savant in his field. I’m excited
to see what these two get up to
next but until then, this album
will be go-to for me for a long
time.
- Keoputhy Bunny

LOVE GOES
Sam Smith
Capitol Records
Score: B-

Sam Smith’s new album,
Love Goes, doesn’t surprise
me at all. The album, while
beautiful and deep just felt
like a parrot — majestic, but
repeating the same thing over
and over. From “Diamonds”
to “Breaking Hearts” to “Fire
on Fire,” it just felt like the
difference in content was
paper-thin.
Love Goes feels like a series
of love letters compiled into an
album. But that’s basically all
of it. To put it bluntly, it was
just love and I wanted more.
It felt like watching a prodigy
not putting their heart into
their craft because something
at home was distracting them.
It’s disheartening, especially
for a voice that could shatter

my heart in one note.
But that’s not to say the
album is necessarily bad,
it’s just about one subject.
Despite this, there were still
lyrics that shook me to my
core. In “Forgive Myself,” Sam
sings a self-reflective melody
that seems to be as much for
themselves as their former
partner.
Perhaps it’s everything
that’s been happening with
the pandemic and the state
of the world but it just felt
like Sam was not focused. I
am still hopeful for the next
album, but now maybe a little
less than I was before.
- Keoputhy Bunny

sports

Sports Editor
Zach Worden
sportseditor@thereflector.ca

Los Angeles Dodgers end 32-year World Series drought
Zach Worden
Sports Editor

The 2020 MLB season will
go down in the record books
as one of the most unusual
seasons in the league’s
history. Many doubted the
season would even finish
after numerous teams and
players contracted COVID-19
and were forced to miss and
reschedule games.
For better or for worse,
baseball finished its season.
The Los Angeles Dodgers
finally broke through and won
their first championship since
1988 in a 4-2 series victory
over the Tampa Bay Rays.
The Dodgers had won the
NL West eight years in a row
but couldn’t finish the job
come October. Something
felt different about the 2020
Dodgers, though. The best
team in the league from
opening day finished the
shortened 60-game regular
season with an MLB best
of 43 wins. Had the season
gone ahead as usual, their
winning percentage would
have ranked amongst the best
teams in MLB history.
For this Dodgers squad,
who have suffered postseason
heartbreak after postseason
heartbreak, the regular season
success was great. Still, they
had loftier goals awaiting
them in October.
This year’s Dodgers team
was primarily led by returning
faces who had played in two
of the last three world series,
in which they lost to the
Houston Astros and Boston
Red Sox. From reigning MVP
Cody Bellinger to arguably the
best pitcher of this generation,
Clayton Kershaw, the roster
was loaded with talent from
top to bottom.

Not only did the Dodgers
bring back key players from
past postseason runs, but
they also added one of the
best players in baseball over
the offseason. The Red Sox,
coming off a disappointing
title defence, decided to
shed salary in hopes of
restructuring their team for
sustained future success.
This resulted in 2018 MVP
Mookie Betts being put on
the trading block. In a move
that Dodgers’ manager Dave
Roberts called “a steal,” Betts
was dealt across the country
from Boston to Los Angeles.
The return to the Red Sox was
a package that you could call
minimal. The Dodgers sent
Alex Verdugo, Connor Wong
and Jeter Downs packing
in the trade and somehow
managed to keep their entire
core from the previous
seasons.
For a Dodgers team that had
struggled in the postseason,
adding a former World Series
champion and MVP is exactly
what they needed to get over
the hump and capture that
elusive championship.
In the expanded postseason
format the MLB presented in
2020, 16 teams qualified for
the postseason rather than the
usual 10. This meant that the
best teams in the league, such
as the Dodgers, had to play in
the wild-card round in a bestof-three series.
For the top-seeded Dodgers,
they matched up with the
Milwaukee Brewers. The
Brewers snuck in the playoffs
with a 29-31 record, one of the
worst winning percentages
for a team to ever make the
postseason.
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the all-time
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Kershaw in 2020
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Dodgers starting pitcher Clayton Kershaw holds the World Series trophy. He had
been often criticized for his playoff performances in the past, but after a strong
postseason in 2020, he put that narrative to bed. Photo courtesy of ESPN
The series ended in a sweep
as the Dodgers’ pitching shut
down the Brewers’ offence in
the two games. Milwaukee
only put up two runs in the
series while striking out 28
times. The series was never
in question for the Dodgers
as along with their strong
pitching, they got timely hits
from Betts, Corey Seager and
Austin Barnes.
In game two of t he
series, notorious playoff
underac hiever Kershaw
spun one of the best starts
in October. He threw eight
innings, gave up no runs,
three hits and struck out 13
batters in the game. After his
dominant outing, he said,
“This was a fun night for me,
getting the postseason off to
a good start.” The excellent
start was only a sign of things
to come for Kershaw and his

teammates.
Moving on to the divisional
series, the Dodgers were
matched up with NL West
rival, the San Diego Padres.
The Padres fared as one of
the best and arguably most
exciting teams in the MLB in
2020, led by MVP candidates
Fernando Tatis Jr. and Manny
Machado. Despite missing
their top two pitchers Mike
Clevinger and Dinelson Lamet
in the wild-card round, the
Padres beat the Cardinals in
three games and moved on to
the second round.
The rest of the MLB playoffs
were moved to neutral sites so
all the teams could play in a
“bubble.” The Dodgers and
Padres series took place at the
brand new Globe Life Field in
Arlington, Texas.
After sweeping the Brewers
in the first round, the Dodgers

kept on rolling in round two.
Despite the Padres owning
the second-best record in the
National League, they proved
to be no match for eventual
champs. Without Clevinger
and Lamet, the Padres
couldn’t hold the Dodgers
hitters down as they put up 23
runs in the three-game sweep.
The closest and most
intense game of the series
came in game two as the
Dodgers won 6-5. Of all the
stars in the series, Bellinger
shined the brightest in the
game, hitting a home run
in the fourth inning off San
Diego starter Zach Davies. He
then had the highlight of the
playoffs by making a leaping
catch at the center-field wall,
stealing a home run from Tatis
Jr. that would have given the
Padres a 5-4 lead heading into
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The Dodgers pose with the National League Championship trophy after overcoming a 3-1 deficit against the Atlanta Braves. The Dodgers played
three of their four playoff series at Globe Life Field in Arlington, Texas. Photo courtesy of Getty Images

Continued from Pg. 14
the final innings of the game.
After a scare in the ninth
from usually reliable closer
Kenley Jansen, Joe Kelly got
the last out of the game to
help the Dodgers take a 2-0
series lead. To move on to
the championship series, the
Dodgers took game three
in a blowout. They won
12-3, highlighted by a fourrun ninth inning to remain
undefeated in the playoffs.
In the NLCS, the Dodgers
matched up with the Atlanta
Braves. The Braves came into
the postseason with one of the
top offences in the league, but
a depleted pitching staff after
losing numerous starters to

injury throughout the season.
The Braves had not lost during
the first two rounds of the
playoffs and ended up giving
the Dodgers their biggest
scare of the year, despite
being underdogs coming into
the series.
Atlanta took the first two
games of the best-of-seven
series. They managed to
score the winning runs of both
games in the ninth inning. A
four-run burst led them to a
5-1 victory in game one, and
the Braves avoided a Dodgers’
comeback in game two as they
escaped with an 8-7 win.
Game t hree saw t he
D o d ge r s f i n a l ly b r e a k
through and take their first
win of the series. They blew

out the Braves in a 15-3 win.
The game was pretty much
over before it started as Los
Angeles’ offence scored 11
runs in the top of the first. The
outburst included home runs
from Joc Pederson, Edwin
Rios and a grand slam from
Max Muncy.
After the blow out in game
three, the Braves came right
back with a blow out of their
own in game four. Bryse
Wilson kept the Dodgers to
one hit and one run in his six
innings of work, while the
Braves offence got to Kershaw
for four runs over five innings.
Marcell Ozuna led the way
for Atlanta going four-for-five
with two home runs in the
game.

Dodgers players (from left to right) Mookie Betts, Cody Bellinger and Chris Taylor
celebrate following the final out of the 2020 World Series. The trio made up the
Dodgers outfield to end game six. Photo courtesy of ESPN

With the Braves taking a 3-1
lead in the series, the Dodgers
stared at another October
collapse in the face, being one
game away from elimination.
They were able to respond by
winning the next two games
by a combined score of 104. Seager homered three
times in games five and six,
continuing his outstanding
performance throughout the
postseason.
After fighting back from
being down 3-1 to send the
series to a winner-take-all
game seven, the Dodgers
found themselves losing 2-0
after two innings. Despite
being down again, the
Dodgers kept at it. A twoout, two-RBI single from Will
Smith tied the game in the
bottom of the third.
The two teams traded runs
to keep the game tied heading
into the seventh inning. This
set the stage for Bellinger once
again. The 2018 NLCS MVP
delivered, launching a home
run to right field off of Chris
Martin to give the Dodgers the
lead — eventually giving them
a 4-3 win and a trip to their
third World Series in the past
four years.
Matching up with the
American League champion
Rays, the Dodgers had the
opportunity to break their
32-year World Series drought.
In the first game of the
series, the Dodgers came
out swinging. Led by Betts,
who became the first player
in a World Series game to
homer, steal two bases and

score two runs, the team put
up eight runs over the course
of three innings on their way
to an 8-3 win. Despite losing
game two, the Dodgers were
able to control the rest of the
series. If not for a once-in-alifetime ending to game four
that saw the Rays score two
runs on a defensive series by
the Dodgers, the series would
have been over in five games.
In game six, the Dodgers
offence was stymied by
Rays’ starter Blake Snell who
threw 5.1 innings before
being controversially taken
out of the game by manager
Kevin Cash. The move proved
to backfire for the Rays as
the Dodgers immediately
scored off new pitcher Nick
Anderson.
On the other side, the
Dodgers pitching staff held
the Tampa Bay offence to
five hits and one run in the
c hampionship-clinc hing
game. Reliever Julio Urias
finished the final 2.1 innings
for Los Angeles, striking out
Willy Adames to secure the
Dodgers’ seventh World Series
title.
Seager was named
World Series MVP for his
outstanding postseason. He
became just the eighth player
to win MVP for both the
Fall Classic and the League
Championship Series.
The Dodgers will take the
rest of 2020 to celebrate their
championship before looking
to 2021. They will enter the
season as the favourites to
repeat.
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3 players on the Calgary Canucks to
look out for in the 2019-20 season
George Potter
Contributor

Dylan Clark of the Calgary Canucks on the attack during the team’s series with the
Olds Grizzlys. He was awarded star of the game twice during the exhibition series
that took place from Oct. 9 to Oct. 24. Photo by George Potter
After a year of struggles
for the Calgary Canucks
in 2019-20, the COVID-19
pandemic did not stop them
from looking for ways to
improve their roster after the
season was cancelled. During
the exhibition series that
occurred from Oct. 9 to Oct.
24 between the Olds Grizzlys

and the Canucks, there were
impressive performances from
players on both teams that
made the games exciting and
close. The Canucks finished
their opening exhibition series
with a record of two wins,
one loss, and three overtime
losses.
More exhibition games were

Canucks forward and University of Wisconsin Badgers
Commit Brett Moravec with the puck. He led the team
in points during the exhibition series with the Grizzlys.
Photo by George Potter

played on Oct. 30 and Oct.
31 between the Canucks and
Drumheller Dragons. After
the two-game set with the
Dragons, they will play on
Nov. 6 and Nov. 7 against the
Canmore Eagles. Recently, the
Alberta Junior Hockey League
(AJHL) announced that the
regular season will start on

Nov. 13, meaning hockey fans
will have something to keep
an eye on as the schedule will
come out soon.
Three Canucks players
put together an outstanding
performance during the
exhibition series. They
est ablished t hemselves
as leaders on the ice that
the Canucks will lean on
throughout the 2020-21
campaign. It will be important
for fans and opponents alike
to look out for them when the
season gets underway.

Okotoks Oilers last year and
was acquired via trade during
the offseason for defenseman
Brayden Kapty.
Moravec will be playing
NCAA Division I Hockey
next year for the Wisconsin
Badgers. Moravec had the
honour of scoring the first
goal of the exhibition series
against the Grizzlys. He
scored 10 points throughout
the series and was awarded
star of the game on Oct. 23
at the Olds Sportsplex for
leading the Canucks in points.

1. Dylan Clark,
Forward

3. Adam
Dmyterko,
Goaltender

Clark is playing his third
year with the Canucks,
and will be relied upon
as a leader, despite the
uncertainty surrounding the
regular season for the AJHL.
During the exhibition series
against the Grizzlys, Clark
led the team in scoring with
five goals and seven points.
Clark was awarded star of the
game on Oct. 14 and Oct. 21
for his impressive offensive
performances.

2. Brett Moravec,
Forward
Moravec played for the

Dmyterko played last year
in the Saskatchewan Junior
Hockey League with the
Battleford Northstars and
was acquired by the Canucks
during the Summer. The
Saskatoon-born goaltender
had an impressive first game
with the Canucks, making 32
saves on 33 shots taken during
the Oct. 9 affair. His efforts in
the crease earned him the star
of the game. His third game in
net with the Canucks resulted
in a shutout. His record so far
is two wins and one loss with
a goals against average of 1.67

Canucks goaltender Adam Demyterko made 32 saves on 33 shots in his first game of
the exhibition series. Photo by George Potter

